Oh No Not Another Lay back – David Toon
Its been a long running joke with my
old man that any hand crack or crack
can be lay backed. So we went to
practice what he preached in the crack
Mecca of Europe that is Kavolya. This
for the “not in the know” is an Island to
the West of Tromso in Norway, there
has been a new guide book published in
2007 which has seemingly opened up
this area to the rest of Europe. Direct
flights from Stansted make the journey
so easy. There is also the added bonus
that Tromso lies in the Arctic circle
ensuring that there is the midnight sun,
no need for head torches or sleep!?
Baugen - Hollenderan

An intrepid gang of 4 others (Paps,
Martin Jolly, Willy Wheale, and Kate Hawkins) had some how willingly come round to my
persuasion that a 2 week break of crack bashing is fun. The guide book says something about
nothing better than cruising a 30 metre hand jamming crack – I can't agree more since coming back
from Yosemite.
We arrived in Tromso with it cold and cloudy. It was already decided that if the weather was good
we would get up to the Hollenderan as soon as possible, probably bivvy out and if the weather went
bad then move in to the hut. This is a hut that is maintained by the Tromso Mountaineering Club,
and is amazingly beautiful inside, and extremely well equipped. Sleeping 8 comfortably with a
record of 25?! It's the camp 4 of this area! We crammed enough pasta and noodles for 5 days as
soon as we arrived in readiness for walking up to the hut.
We set-up next to a lake, Martin and Willy decided that it was going to be a fishing trip and as soon
as the tent was up, where off to capture, well nothing... Time was on there side though...
The next day was just a cragging day at one
of the local crags Grotfjordklumpan just
North of the easy approach to the main
attraction. Its weird how there are bolts on
some of the routes and other routes are
completely trad at this crag, not amazing like
some of the other cragging areas I expect.
The following day it was cloudy in the
morning, but it seemed like the time to
venture up to the main attraction and see
whether we could get some climbing done.
As we started to pack away all the stuff away,
View from the top
it seemed that the weather was coming good.
The approach is not too bad; a steady incline, over some boulder fields and staring at the amazing
beauty of these seemingly untouched areas. A massive sense of what's coming is got as you
approach the col, and take your first look at Baugen – the main cliff of the Hollenderan area. The
cirque is something else, loads of lines, loads of cracks, corners, overhangs.

So arriving at 17:30 isn't too late for a climb
team A and B decided, a climbing Heidi told us
that the morning had been amazing with a
beautiful cloud inversion (blast!?). So Team A
(Me & Kate) headed off for a 4 pitch route 5
minutes from the hut – Bananrisset – a beautiful
1st pitch finger crack was calling as soon as you
set eyes on it. I wasn't really sure whether a 4
pitch route was sensible at this time, but alas
some things have to be climbed, and you've got
one continuous day.
The first pitch is a real balance exercise to get in Martin Jolly - The Flying Dutchman
to the finger/hand crack and the superb climbing
to below a roof to belay. The rest was really amazing climbing in to the late night. A superb
overhang on the 4th pitch. Although watching Team B arrive
back at the hut at about midnight was a tad dis-heartening when
your hanging on the 3rd belay, thinking about the food that they
are devouring. A late night scramble wasn't exactly what I was
expecting, though but the view at the top made up for it. We
arrived back at the bivvy at about 03:50 – amazing!
Team B (Paps, Martin, Willy) headed off for Vesterveg on the
same night. Which by all accounts was a nice 3 star N5+
introduction to the climbing in the area.
The following day both teams decided to tackle Baugen – South
West Face (Sydvestveggen) – really the main piece of rock in the
cirque – a 250 metre beautiful piece of Granite. Team A headed
for Gemini – an amazing looking finger crack, which I'd seen
climbed the previous night. This was a tad ambitious
Willy “aiding” the final pitch - considering the previous late night – as we'll find out. Team B
headed for the Flying Dutch
Flying Dutchman
Man (Flygende Hollender) – a
sustained N6 to the right of Gemini – and lay back fest for the
boys. The main complaint are the topos for the area – however,
one can only say that it adds to the adventure on the routes. On
Gemini and most of the routes it was always difficult to decide
whether your actually on route.
Gemini has a stiff N 7 (E4 6a?) finger crack crux on the 3rd pitch of
the route. Really sustained finger locks, which completely beat me
up – I'd say more like E5 6a – the same difficulty as London Wall.
So an escape was made in to Halvamnerisset (Half Moon) crux a
really superb 20 metre jam/crack fest!? Team A where the lucky
ones to arrive back early this day, and watched as Willy took his
owning Flying on the Dutchman. I understand that belay duty was
divided between Martin and Paps, while one ate peanuts the other
David Toon - Gemini
held the ropes as Willy lobbed off the final pitch!? Good effort
though!?

Next day both teams decided to head for the more accommodating South face (Sydveggen) of
Baugen. This face is less steep than the previous days exertions. Team A headed for the Man with
the Scythe for Team A, and a rest day for Team B who went for a leisurely short day out on
Varrusen N5- which had a big off width on the 1st pitch which paps couldn't protect. Unfortunately
the fickle weather of the area failed us at around midday, so both teams abandoned there plans for
the day and made for taking over the hut after bivvying out for the previous nights.

Kate Hawkins - Tott

The next couple of days where relatively poor
weather. Well just misty and a bit damp, which
was unfortunate. Although the Swedish guys we
shared the hut with where mega keen one day, and
where rewarded with a cloud inversion on the top
of Baugen. Truly inspiring from them. So the
next day Kate and I decided on going to mini
Baugen – Masta for a route called Tott in search of
a cloud inversion, Tott is a 3 pitch gem.
Unfortunately, we didn't find the sun above the
cloud, just more mist!

While Team A where climbing Team B decided to get some food for the troops. This proved a great
idea as it enabled us all to stay up at the hut for the majority of our time.
3 days of poop weather until during the night I awoke at 4am
to see it had cleared – I nearly got abducted by Willy from
Team B for an early morning climb. That morning everyone
in the hut was up and ready to go for 9am, it was like action
stations, pent up climbers ready to rock on the rock – what
amazing energy from everyone, and an amazing buzz!
Usually this place is so much more laid back, and most
people where getting started at 11am because of the light.
Team A planned a big day with 2 routes on Baugen in a day.
It's always been in my nature to challenge myself and
climbing partners to
do certain outrageous
things I suppose. So
first up was the Man
With the Scythe to
finish of a superb
Hut fun - Martin Jolly & Willy
looking crux pitch.
Wheale
Really good lay
backing up a big
corner. N6+ (E3 5c). Then to do The Flying Dutchman after
good reports from Team B.

Kate Hawkins - Man With the
Scythe

After refuelling with a cup of tea, and some pita breads and mackerel. The Flying Dutchman (N6 –
E2 5c – hard) was next. I was really impressed with the climbing throughout this climb, the 2nd
pitch is awesome going through a roof where the holds just keep on appearing, sustained climbing
throughout. A variation was done on the top pitch
which probably makes in E4 6a – where you
transfer to this undercut from a crack – really back
wrenching stuff. Doing 2 in a day was really
special, its great doing something hard, and
pushing your limits.
Team B where also on the East face of Baugen
doing Baugsprydet, where Willy and paps
managed to take the team off route, although it
looked as though it was the obvious line. Which is
often the case in this area as we were finding out!
Next day Team A explored another crag with 2
Kate Hawkins - Enjoying the jamming on Tub
gems on Styrhuset – to the left of Baugen.
Although the topos once again made it difficult to read. But still Tub (N6 – E2 5c) with variations –
another must climb line drew my eye, so we added a new 3rd
pitch instead of traversing right a leftward slanting
corner/dihedral was climbed. Follow this by a horrendous
traverse rightwards to the belay station below the final roof,
the amount of rope drag was scary. Nearly pulling me off on a
tough move. The view from the top was amazing, a 360 full
panoramic view of the area – looking at Tromso and all the
other new potential crags.
Team B went on Masta to have a relaxing day and a doss on
the top with extra peanuts. Knoll N6- the second pitch was
Willy's off width where he ended up inside it flapping around.
This led him to accuse fellow members of sending him up
things he doesn't like – commented to Martin - “Hey Jolly, if I
had a mother-in-law I wouldn't send her up this!!” with the
third pitch being an amazing corner, which you could keep
bridging up with a hand crack.
Martin Jolly - on the crux of Alexis

Paps - Flying Dutchman

The following day Team A disbanded for a day, Kate was tired
from the exhaustive schedule that we'd pushed through. So
Martin joined me to be beasted for a day!!! Or something along
those lines. We decided to go for a Silhoutten but unfortunately
where beaten to it by the Swedish couple who where in the hut.
So we decided to start up Alexis, which has a crux of N6+ (E2
5c) with the potential to link Alekos in N7 (E3/E4 5c) on the
crux pitch. Martin led off the initial first 2 pitches taking us off
route on the 2nd pitch. The 3rd crux pitch of Alexis is special, an
amazing lay back crack, which felt harder than Martin made it
look as I belayed him up – amazing what you can do on second!
I looked around the corner and saw the crux pitch of Alekos
which just had to be climbed, it was calling my name, or calling
my forearms. The start is some really nice bridging and once
you swing out of the
Team B - Martin, Willy, Paps
bridge, you start the
powerful lay backing.
Right foot firmly in the crack the left foot smearing on the
perfect granite. The edge is perfectly formed – sharp and
good. But the body position is tenuous, and the continuous
smearing pumped my leg out by the top. Shoving randomly
sized cams in for gear. These two pitches are a must for
anyone wanting to become proficient at laybacking.
Paps and Willy ended up doing another route on Sydveggen
which was De Elendige N6- linking in with Midtruta N5.
Which has an amazing traverse to a slab. By the sounds of
things it's brilliant to do!?
The last day for Team A after reforming was to climb Svart
Hav N7, although the initial pitches say run out compared to
other routes. I decided that one could handle the run out nature David Toon - Alekos crux pitch
of the climbing, and duly led us off route! Kate managed to
dump me with one of the crux pitches which was another
bloody lay back! It was tough after the previous days
exertions, and I wasn't really sure whether I could muster up
enough energy to get up the thing. Fortunately I found
something. Kate led the next pitch up a beautiful corner, once
again the final pitch seemed to be missing from the topo. I
managed to find a route up with a one move wonder to finish
off for the day.
The next day Martin, Kate and I had a rest day while Paps and
Will went off to do on Istveggen Stjernedans - N6- we
managed to burn quite a bit of the rubbish and have about 20
cups of tea.

Kate Hawkins - Svart Hav

The following day we descended to the car, the way the boys
had come up to get the food. A really slow way to walk out,
but never the less an really beautiful walk with amazing
scenery.

The day after was the fishing day, we spent quite a bit of time looking for the perfect fishing spot,
and generally exploring the islands around Kavalyao. Paps decided to take out the majority of baby
fish around Norway – warning fish stocks are low because my old man has eaten most of them. To
be fair he did have a big 1 get away. Martin managed to pull out 2 big un's sea cod as far as Trawler
Men have informed me. I managed to catch another. And guess what everyone – Willy didn't catch
the one he promised early on in the trip.

Name that peak...
All in all, an amazing trip, beautiful weather, great company. Most of all amazing lay backing and
crack climbing. Its got to be a must for all granite crack addicts!!!

